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So, it seems that the threatening recession is just about ready to
drop. But, rather than succumbing to a life full of sacrifice and loss,
we’re noting the emergence of a new attitude of strength, defiance
and spirit.
Throughout this issue, you will notice a strong spirit of collaboration
and experimentation, as demonstrated by our Melbourne and New
Delhi city boxes, and by THE studio, where we put the spotlight
on KithKin, a multi-disciplinary group of artists and designers who
assemble for ad-hoc creative projects such as our exclusive Trend
Generator (downloadable from lifesignsnetwork.net).

The Editor’s Letter
Spirit can also be about the will to survive, as Cornish designer/maker
Max Lamb shows with his new project, My Grandfather’s Tree.
Lamb is giving the tree a new lease of life by making it into a series
of objects that, when joined together, re-create the shape of the tree.
Our Spirit issue is also about rule-breaking and ground-breaking, as
we explore in ‘The Naked Pound’, which charts the rise of the nudist
market; the afternoon delights of ‘Decadence before Dark’; and the
growth of generative design, where algorithms – not designers –
create mind-blowing forms.

4

As ever, the issue is brimming with new ideas, products and names:
watch out for microchip noiseniks Loud Objects, knitwear innovator
Siri Johansen and artist Tim Philips, as well as the rise of New
Brutalism and a cultural revolution in the Middle East.
Gwyneth Holland
Editor

Design : MadeThought
Illustrator : Vicki Fong
Contact :
themagazine@thefuturelaboratory.com
The : Magazine
Studio 2, 181 Cannon Street Road
London, E1 2LX
United Kingdom

THE COLOUR : Pantone 5205C
This changeable deep mauve typifies the new genderless palettes. Neither overtly
masculine nor feminine, the tone’s adaptability is essential as design moves
towards a feminised equality. Its greyed-off tones intensify deep shades, or illuminate
neutrals when used in apparel, interiors or graphics. Gracious in combination with
a palette of tonal greys, yet warm and inviting when contrasted with buttercup yellow
and aquAmarine.
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The One

but the Desktop Factory 3D printer
measures just 25x20x20 inches, and
costs $4,995.

design, rather than the metallic lump
of parking nightmares most people
remember it for.

The Project :
Catwalk Genius

The things we can’t
live without…

‘It’s a fun idea,’ said Martin Watmough,
business development manager of
RapidForm at the Royal College of Art
in London, ‘it signifies the way the
industry is heading.’

Cars: Freedom, Style, Sex, Power,
Motion, Colour, Everything is
published by Conran Octopus in
October 2008.

Adopt-a-designer is a new crowd-funded
initiative by Catwalk Genius, which
enables the public to invest in a
designer’s collection, so that the
garments can be made. Each designer
needs 5,000 supporters paying €14 each
to hit the adoption target of €70,000.
When the designer hits the target, they
will be given six months to design a new
collection, using the €70,000 funded by
the supporters.

The Studio : KithKin
KithKin are a group of upstarts who
graduated from Central St Martins
School of Art and Design just over a
year ago. The creative co-operation was
formed as a platform to showcase their
own work and the work of budding
designers. The name KithKin means
friends and family and explains the
ethos of the studio.
The studio has numerous successful
exhibitions behind it in the UK and
abroad, including ‘Feed My Inspiration’,
a window installation in London’s
Shoreditch. A dot matrix printer was
directly linked to the KithKin website
which printed email messages in real
time, ranging from spam to real-life
confessions. KithKin has also shown
at the Tokyo and Milan Design weeks.
In September, KithKin will be curating
a window at Selfridges for seven
weeks, over London Fashion and Design
Weeks, based around the idea of
revelation, along with a collaboration
with our very own LifeSigns Network.
Go to lifesignnetwork.net for
THE: KithKin collaboration.

As Watmough points out, the problem
with 3D printing isn’t the size or price of
the printers, but a lack of knowledge
concerning the process. ‘You can’t
manufacture anything on digital
manufacturing technology unless you
have 3D design [software],’ said
Watmough, and at the moment this isn’t
readily available.

The Redesign : Colette, Paris
Uber-cool concept store Colette had a
busy summer: a pop up store in New
York and a ‘superette’ parked in front of
213 rue Saint Honoré selling exclusive
pieces to eager passers-by. But the best
is yet to come. Eleven years might seem
a bit young for a facelift but Colette pulls
it off with the world’s hottest interior
designer, Masamichi Katayama of
Tokyo’s Wonderwall.

Encyclopaedic automobile books often
make for dull reading for those
unconcerned with power ratios and
acceleration speeds. But fear not, Cars
may be the answer for those more
interested in looking at pretty pictures
of cars than an easy birthday present.

Desktop Factory, a technology start-up
based in California, has launched the
first affordable desktop 3D printer.
Three-dimensional printers tend to
large, cumbersome machines, generally
only affordable by large corporations,

‘The internet is a huge inspiration in my
work,’ says Philips. ‘It’s a place where we
can jump between the holy and the
occult in the click of a mouse button.’
Philips’ sculptures are a 3-dimensional
representation of this idea, where craft
and corporation, the precious and the
ephemeral sit side by side. Already
attracting interest from major galleries,
Phillips is definitely a talent worth
watching out for.

Once the collection is ready, each of the
supporters will get an exclusive, ‘limited
edition’ design from the adopted
designer as a reward for their support.
Profits are then divided, with 30% going
to the designer, 30% to the facilitators,
and 30% to the supporters. The
remaining 10% is set aside for an
affiliate programme.

However, 3D software packages and
printing are becoming more widespread,
as companies make them more userfriendly. ‘Home 3D printing realistically
is going to happen’, said Watmough,
but he believes it could be some years
away yet.

The Book : Cars: Freedom,
Style, Sex, Power, Motion,
Colour, Everything by
Stephen Bayley

The Gadget :
T
Desktop Factory

THE ONE :

Writer Stephen Bayley convinces us,
through Tif Hunter’s uniform grayscale
photography, that cars should be
appreciated for the well-crafted works
of design that they are, highlighting
favourites from the past century from
the Model T Ford to the BMW 5 series.
Bayley even manages to make the 80s
mothers’ favourite – the Fiat Panda –
look like a significant step in engineered

So what’s in store? Old features such as
the gallery on the ground floor or the
menswear and womenswear section are
here to stay, but there’s also a brand new
‘candle bar’, a new space for
contemporary projects and exclusive
‘mini-shops’ from Billionaire Boys
Club/Ice Cream, Alife and Original
Fake. Katayama is a master of
luxurious spaces so expect to be amazed.

The Event : Picnic 08
Aside from the usual paper plates and
fizzy pop, you’ll need to pack a hamper
crammed with creative thoughts for
this picnic. From 24 to 26 September,
thousands of creative minds will
descend on Amsterdam for an array of
workshops and conferences all aiming
to inspire.

The Artist : Tim Philips
Fresh from his Royal College of Art
graduation show, Tim Philips creates
intricately crafted pieces featuring
religious and non-religious symbols
jumbled together in an heraldic
formation.
Harvesting a huge array of familiar and
not-so-familiar symbols from the
internet, Philips employs CNC, laser
cutting and marquetry techniques to
delicately reproduce the patterning,
which he then layers in 2- and
3-dimensional symmetrical forms. The
result is strangely alluring, threatening
yet delicate, organised but confusing.

Speakers will include Second Life
founder Philip Rosedale and Amazon
vice president Werner Vogels. Let’s hope
there are enough picnic blankets to
go round.
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The Brand : Editions de
Parfums Frederic Malle
Connoisseur fragrance brand Editions
de Parfums Frederic Malle is about to
emerge from its ‘best-kept-secret’ status
with a new fragrance and a new
boutique.
Malle works like a publisher of
fragrances, commissioning the world’s
greatest perfumers to create singular,
luxurious fragrances using the finest
and most extraordinary ingredients.
The new fragrance, Dans Tes Bras (In
Your Arms) was created by Maurice
Roucel, creator of Malle’s Musc
Ravageur (as well as Gucci Envy and
Guerlain Insolence). Malle describes the
new fragrance (to be launched in
September) as ‘intimate’, thanks to its
base of cashmeran and patchouli,
sweetened with heliotrope, together
with powdery tones of violet and
jasmine, intended to evoke the smell of
a lover’s skin.
Meanwhile, Editions de Parfums
Frederic Malle is also opening its first
London store in September, with a
concession in Liberty, London. The
eclectic space combines iconic Mies van
der Rohe furniture and homely touches
with the high-tech aspects of fragrance
such as a refrigerated cabinet to keep
the fragrances in prime condition, and
three Perspex ‘smelling columns’ that
allow customers to smell all of the notes
and levels of each fragrance.
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The Music : Max Tundra
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Loud Objects will be performing at the
Gestalt Festival in New York City on
the 17 of October and at the Maker
Multi-instrumentalist Max Tundra’s
unique brand of intricate electronica and Faire, Austin, TX on the 18 and 19
of October, 2008.
innovative pop is set for glory with the
new album Parallax Error Beheads You,
exclusively previewed to THE. Since his
last studio effort, Mastered By Guy At
The Exchange, Tundra has been
remixing artists as diverse as Franz
Ferdinand, The Pet Shop Boys and
Tunng, and the variety of his collaborations is evident in the new album.

CONTACT :

Although each track is densely layered
with instruments and ideas, the tracks
remain irresistibly catchy and bright,
with snatches of warm, witty lyrics
emerging from the melée, such as,
‘You’re as sophisticated as a Soda
Stream’. Simple keyboard melodies are
contrasted with trance-like beats, and
intensely personal tales of lost loves like
the ‘Glycaemic Index Blues’.

The Event :
picnicnetwork.org

Tundra will be supporting indie-disco
favourites Hot Chip on their UK
tour this autumn. Parallax Error
Beheads You is released on Domino
in October 2008.

The Sound : Loud Objects
Loud Objects is a New York-based trio,
creating electronic noise by constructing
digital circuits live on-stage. The first
five minutes of their set is usually
wrapped in punctuated silence as the
trio, Tristan Perich, Kunal Gupta
and Katie Shima, get their soldering
irons out, ready to set up the initial
circuit. All three share a passion for
music and microchips and when
bringing together their diverse set of
skills in music, arts and architecture,
they transform simple low-level circuits
into an ethereal world of sounds, as new
each new chip is added to the mix.

The Designer : Siri Johansen
Following an impressive display at the
Royal College of Art graduate show in
June, menswear designer Siri Johansen
left us wanting to see more of her
creative knits.
Johansen’s illusionary printing is
intended to make you look twice – some
pieces, apparently made from denim
were actually made of printed jersey,
while Johansen’s use of multi-patterned
herringbone challenges the eye.
Johansen also has the Japanese label,
United Arrows’ ‘Real Clothes’ project
under her belt, where she took first place
for her cardigan design. We will
certainly be keeping an eye on this
young talent.

The Studio :
lifesignsnetwork.net
kith-kin.co.uk
The GADGET :
DESKTOPFACTORY.COM

THE :

THE CITY BOXES :

In this issue, Melbourne-based creative publishers Right Angle discuss the
city’s communal aesthetic generosity, writer Alice Cicolini reports from
New Delhi on the creative networks that keep the city buzzing,
and Bon magazine editor Madelaine Levy examines Stockholm’s emerging
fashion-capital status.

The BOOK :
OCTOPUSBOOKS.CO.UK
The Redesign :
colette.fr
The Project :
catwalkgenius.com

THE BRAND :
EDITIONSDEPARFUMS.COM
The Music :
maxtundra.com
The Sound :
loudobjects.com
myspace.com/loudobjects

Melbourne
New Delhi
Stockholm
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THE CITY BOXES : MELBOURNE

1 : ‘Little Friend’ PAM Toy : by Mike Kelley
	FROM Someday Store

13 : SHORT – a magazine for kids
(VA Editions, 2008)

2 : 	Flatlands ‘Shadows of Darkness’ :
figurines by Flatlands and Flagship

14 : 	FLATLANDS : ‘SHADOWS OF DARKNESS’
	FIGURINE

3 :

15 : The Jacky Winter Group Field Guide

Third Drawer Down pillowcase :
by Dylan Martorell	

4 : 	WON Magazine Issue 02 :
	produced quarterly by NowNow
5 :

My Birthday Party : by Martin Bell
(The Black Yabby Hotel, 2008)

6 :

‘Broken Nose’, jarhead : by Brendan
Huntley from ‘In Order of Appearance’,
Utopian Slumps Gallery, 2008
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THE CITY BOXES : MELBOURNE

Melbourne is all about communal
generosity, with links between
individuals and groups taking form and
folding in on each other to create
unpredictable, yet positive, results. Look
closely at any of these objects and they
are bound to reveal much more. It is for
this reason that we have chosen the
term Communal Aesthetic Generosity to
help us define the approachable attitude
and atmosphere of Melbourne.

08 : 09

issue, publishers like Serps Press and
illustration agency The Jacky Winter
Group, understand local talent and
communicate it to a global audience.

The city’s unique spaces, in all forms,
are being celebrated and re-imagined.
Subverting the remoteness of luxury
fashion and celebrating Australian
domesticity, design duo MaterialByProduct invites people into its
members’ homes for ‘runway shows’
Away from both the media and market
and to ‘swing off their Hills Hoists’
pressures of Sydney, Melbourne has
(classic suburban rotary clothes airers).
been wonderfully underexposed and free Meanwhile, My Disco is celebrating the
to develop at its own pace. Treating this Australian landscape via the panoramic
isolation as an attribute rather than an work of photographer Warwick Baker.

16 : Home Made Tattoos Rule :
(Serps Press, 2006)
17 : ABC by Tin & Ed
18 : 	NOTE TO SELF zines
19 : Paradise, My Disco : (2008, Stomp)
Cover shot by Warwick Baker

7 : 	Baker D Chirico nougat box : by PAM
8 : 	Note To Self hand made denim
9 : 	Bear trap necklace : by This
Charming Man

This renewed pride can be seen in the
city itself, with new life being breathed
into dead spaces, such as Melbourne
Supper Club’s Siglo rooftop bar and
Curtin House’s rooftop cinema. There
are also the beginnings of a commercial
and residential swell to the west of the
Central Business District, with the
Queen Victoria Markets’ industrial
backdrop making this area seem
appealingly sleazy compared to the
gentrified areas of North Fitzroy.
The ‘body beautiful’ in Melbourne is
considered body boring. Shirts are off
on the covers of books, Home Made
Tattoos Rule, They Shoot Homos Don’t
They? and the Fabulous Diamonds’
debut album, but this naturalism
makes a humorous contrast to the
more conservative beach culture
further north.

Melbourne

10 : They Shoot Homos Don’t They? : Issue 04
11 : MaterialByProduct tattooed kangaroo
leather brooch : by Ben Ross
12 : Fabulous Diamonds’ self-titled album :
(Nervous Jerk, 2008)

Playful yet provocative, Melbourne’s
position as a young creative capital is
not to be mistaken for immaturity, and
the work of artists/designers PAM,
jeweller Ed Janssen and comic artist
and product designer Tim Fleming all
contain a dark side for those that like to
look twice.

2 :
1 :

In closing, it’s safe to say that Melbourne
is a city to watch but for those with
either the wish or the need it’s a lot more
fun to participate.
By Right Angle Publishing
3 :
6 :

4 :
perksandmini.com
flatlandandflagship.com
hiddenarchive.blogspot.com
thirddrawerdown.com
nownow.com.au
utopianslumps.org
notetoself.com.au
edwardjanssen.com
theyshoothomosdontthey.com
materialbyproduct.com
nervousjerk.com
vaeditions.com
jackywinter.coM
serpspress.com
tinanded.com.au
mydisco.com.au
warwickbaker.com.au

7 :

8 :

5 :
14 :
9 :
11 :

12 :

13 :

10 :

16 :
18 :
15 :

17 :

19 :
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THE CITY BOXES : NEW DELHI

1 : Red sacred thread : from almost
	any roadside stall

12 : Bhakti Utsav/Seher India CD,
festival recording

2 :

Manish Arora Reebok boots

13 : 	KHOJ CD

3 :

Small Thali mirror : by Alex Davis
for Indi Store	

14 : 	Quicksand photo books

4 :

Manish Arora textile samples

5 : 	Basic LOVE OF THINGS, BLOT : COLLECTIVE
OF MUSIC PRODUCERS, FILM MAKERS,
ARTISTS AND DESIGNERS
6 :

Camerawork Delhi PHOTOGRAPHIC
JOURNAL

7 :

Recycle Rickshaw photo album

8 :

Alpana Bawa dress

9 : 	Quicksand photo books

10 : 11
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THE CITY BOXES : NEW DELHI

New Delhi is a city of networks, not
those of transport, but of people. As a
result, most Dillwallahs in India’s
bureaucratic heartland have fostered a
deep-rooted and habitual use of
connections. This tendency is more
positively exploited by Delhi’s creative
communities, particularly the music
industry, who have adopted digital
social networking tools, such as
Facebook and SMS, to build consumer
communities for events, from the
traditional music of Shubha Mudgal’s
Underscore Records to the more modern
sound of the Jalebee Cartel.

15 : Shubha Mudgal CD :
on Underscore Records
16 : Abraham & Thakore eyemask
17 : Recycle Rickshaw chapals
18 : Subodh Gupta catalogue & Nature
Morte Venice Biennale show catalogue

10 : 11

creative flexibility and collaboration is
echoed in a number of young creative
businesses – Quicksand are designers
by day but reconfigure at night as VJ
collective BLOT (Basic Love of Things).
Likewise, artist/designer Aditya Pande
shows at contemporary art gallery
Nature Morte, while collaborating with
Tarun Rawat, Suman Sharma and
Arun Kullu for product design company
TOTA.

A city that contains 200-year old
attarwallahs (perfume sellers) and is
home to the inventor of Hotmail (the
Indian Institute of Technology), easily
These networks also support the strong accommodates world-class spiritual
collective and experimental spirit within music festivals organised by Seher
Delhi’s cultural scene, exemplified by
alongside the sardonic wit of graphic
artists’ co-operatives such as Sarai and
novelist, Sarnath Banerjee.
KHOJ, one of the region’s most dynamic It is this cultural mix that enables
artist residency projects stretching out
design companies such as Recycle
across South Asia. Their spirit of
Rickshaw and Indi Store & Home to

19 : MIDIval Punditz flyer
20 : ‘masculinities’ : By jason taylor
21 : 	manish arora notebook

10 : Indigo Airlines inflight magazine and
Three Years of A : designed by
	Weiden+Kennedy, India	
11 : Sarai Reader : A SPACE FOR RESEARCH,
PRACTISE AND CONVERSATION ABOUT
THE CONTEMPORARY MEDIA AND URBAN
CONSTELLATIONS

New Delhi
6 :
3 :
4 :
5 :

1 :

8 :
7 :
10 :
12 :
9 :
13 :
11 :
16 :

14 :

15 :
17 :

19 :

21 :
20 :

New Delhi ‘bling’ resonates across all
levels of society, from the glittering
abundance of Chandni Chowk’s
‘wedding street’ where piles of sparkling
zari florets jostle against intricately
crafted rupee wedding necklaces, to the
formal design practice of Wrap’s Gunjan
Gupta, who explores the potential
sustainability of crafted precious metals
and stone in the context of the country’s
developing wealth.
This rub between the traditional and
the street has been successfully
exploited by a growing number of
designers from Manish Arora (the first
Indian designer to show in London, he
has since collaborated with Reebok and
Apple), to Abraham & Thakore (long
loved by London-based retailers such as
the Conran Shop, Liberty and now
Patricia Carluccio’s Far & Near).
By Alice Cicolini

2 :

manisharora.ws
indi-store.com
alpanabawa.com
quicksand.in
sarai.net
seher.in
khojworkshop.org
quicksand.in
underscorerecords.com
abrahamandthakore.com
naturemorte.com

combine street influences with
traditional artisanal practice.

18 :
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THE CITY BOXES : STOCKHOLM

Just a decade ago, no one would have
considered using the words ‘Stockholm’
‘fashion’ and ‘miracle’ in the same
sentence. Luxury boutiques had yet to
find their way into the Swedish capital,
there wasn’t much of a high street to talk
about, and local avant-garde fashion was
a hopeless struggle, leaving the most
talented designers with a stark choice
– either creating watered-down work or
leaving the country.
Today, the Swedish Fashion Miracle is a
fact: since 2000, exports are up by 75%.
The widely publicised, twice-yearly
Sthlm Fashion Week by Berns features
catwalk shows by cutting-edge fashion
brands such as Acne, Filippa K, Hope
and Tiger of Sweden. Hot on their heels
are the much-hyped Whyred and Carin
Wester, spreading the gospel of affordable minimalism with a couture twist,

12 : 13
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not to mention mega-success story
Cheap Monday – the brand that got us
all into Spandex-tight blue jeans and
skull motifs.

When in Stockholm, make sure to check
out specialist boutiques such as Nitty
Gritty and Jus, where the Swedish
avant garde display their latest
offerings. This is where Ida Sjöstedt’s
Cheap Monday was recently acquired
lovely, kitsch girlywear, The Local Firm’s
by Swedish fashion giant H&M. The
high-fashion denim dreams, Nakkna’s
cut-price retailer is an equally important experimental cuts, Festival de Hyères
breeding ground for Stockholm style,
winner Sandra Backlund’s futuristic
where young local designers can pick up knits and Göran Sundberg’s modern
commercial experience before spreading materials can be found.
their wings to try out their own fashion
adventures. With 68,000 employees, an
For the future of fashion, however, the
annual turnover in the range of 100
one name to watch is Helena Hörstedt,
million SEK (€10 million), and a brandstill so fresh from school she works night
new Head of Design in Ann-Sofie
shifts in a hospital and creates her
Johansson (her legendary predecessor
handmade fashion during the day.
Margareta van den Bosch having spent
Hörstedt’s designs are perfectly mature
more than 20 years in the job) – all eyes
yet breathtakingly beautiful gothare currently on H&M.
couture creations.

THE CITY BOXES : STOCKHOLM

1 :

Cheap Monday’s kid sister Monki :
A little creature made out of
	chemicals, who inhabits the ever	changing Monki World
2 :

Detail from the Whyred logo :
Predicted to be the next big Swedish
fashion export.

3, 4, 5 : TAPE BY CARIN WESTER, HOPE AND
CHEAP MONDAY
6 : R for Rodebjer : Rodebjer’s Stockholm
	shop was created in collaboration
with a1 architects and Liselotte
	Watkins, the Swedish illustrator who
	provided the Pierrot prints for
Miu Miu’s S/S 2008 collection
7 : 	BON : Mixing fashion and art with new
	technology, innovation and social
	phenomena, Bon is Sweden’s only
	premium lifestyle magazine

8, 12, 13, 18, 19 : More quirky Monki World
paraphernalia
9 : 	rope patterns from next
season’s Rodebjer collection
10 : packaging from Sweden’s
master jewellers David & Martin :
	the successful duo have created
	collections for Acne as well as
Lagerfeld Gallery
11 : 	Glasses : by the über-talented
	trio behind subtle yet experimental
fashion brand Nakkna – the results of
	a collaboration with Absolut
14, 15 : Sthlm Fashion Week by Berns
16 : Cheap Monday : Thanks to a concept
	so simple it’s almost silly (designer
jeans at €40 a pair) Cheap Monday
IS one of the driving forces of the
Swedish Fashion Miracle

By Madelaine Levy,
Editor-in-chief, Bon magazine

Stockholm
11 :

7 :

12 :
10 :

9 :

15 :
14 :

18 :

13 :
28 :
29 :

16 :

17 :

31 :
32 :

33 :

20–26 :
30 :

22 : 	Göran Sundberg, one of Sweden’s most
renowned fashion journalists,
launched his eponymous label a few
seasons ago
23 : A jeans collection for Lanvin
27, 34, 35 : David & Martin : always playful,
	if sometimes morbid ACCESSORIES
28, 29 : Carin Rodebjer : If you see an
	over-sized R pin on the streets
	of Stockholm – you know you have
	spotted a Friend of Rodebjer!

33 : Irina Lazareanu for Hope

6 :

19 :

21, 26 : Label and hangtag from Whyred

32 : The recently published Monki Book

1 :

27 :

20, 24, 25 : r Hope : a selection of
	the brand’s labels, including one
	carrying a message from designers
Stefan Söderberg and Ann Ringstrand:
‘Faith is only hope confused for
knowledge’

31 : 	Buttons from a variety of Hope
garments

3, 4, 5 :

8 :

17 : 	J. Lindeberg : Johan Lindeberg has
	recently taken up a post as
Creative Director of Justin
Timberlake’s William Rast label	

30 : 	Whyred print for A/W 2008

2 :

acne.se
bonmagazine.com
carinwester.com
cheapmonday.com
davidandmartin.com
filippa-k.com
goransundberg.com
helenahorstedt.com
hm.com
hope-sthlm.com
idasjostedt.com
jlindeberg.com
jus.se
monkigirl.se
nakkna.com
nittygritty.se
rodebjer.com
sandrabacklund.com
sthlmfashionweek.se
thelocalfirm.se
tigerofsweden.com
whyred.se
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‘The age of the tree is showing and one large arm of the tree is dying.
For the safety of my grandfather and the cottage it is necessary to fell the great
ash tree. I would like my grandfather’s tree to survive beyond its rooted life.
To have an afterlife and exploit the inherent potential of the material within.’
A door is not just a door. It had a previous life. So did living
room shelves, salad servers, and the kitchen table. Today
these are viewed as objects, bits of furniture, and the basic
tools with which we live our lives. But once they were part of
something much bigger. From the bottom of the garden they
watched over the house. As part of a forest they sheltered the
hillside. It sounds simple. Wood comes from trees – of course it
does. But how often do we really think about it? Within wood
there is an incredible story but it’s one that is so often
overlooked. Which is why young designer Max Lamb has
chosen wood, or rather a particular tree, as the focus of his
latest project, My Grandfather’s Tree.
‘It’s like our association between packaged meat and the living
animal,’ says Lamb, whose tree project THE magazine found
hidden in Lamb’s north London studio recently. ‘This
association, between the product and the source, has been
slowly eroded over time, so that today, people look at one
without thinking of the other. It’s unnatural.’ It’s a rationale
that lies at the heart of the current debate on provenance
and traceability.

My Grandfather’s Tree : Max Lamb
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT :
1 : Images of the tree by max lamb
2 : sketch OF TREE AND MAX LAMB AT HIS STUDIO IN LONDON
3-6 : sketchES BY MAX LAMB illustrating his dissection of the tree

So Lamb has chosen his grandfather’s ash tree as his 		
medium. The tree is dying and must be felled. Rather than
waste the wood, Lamb is going to turn it into a series of
40-to-60 raw wood stumps. These will be exhibited together, then sold off as individual pieces, used as cutting blocks, chairs, benches or
table stands. ‘I’m happy for the tree to have an afterlife,’ he says, ‘but I also want to highlight the link between the tree and the end
product so people know its story. Where it stood, when it was felled, how long it lived there.‘That tree is probably seven times older than
me,’ Lamb continues. ‘It has witnessed generations of my family that have lived at my grandfather’s farm. I feel strongly connected to that
farm. I’ve grown up with that tree.’ So for Lamb, hacking it up into fire wood and tossing it on the flames would be almost sacrilegious. He
wants the spirit of that tree to live on. ‘I want that tree to exist as a tree,’ he says, ‘because it is a tree, not just a piece of wood.’
So the blocks will go untreated but the tree’s past will be preserved. Characteristic of Lamb’s style, the process from tree to stump will be
carefully documented through video and photos. He also plans to brand certain details about its life on each stump. But even without all
this, the history is there. Tree rings bear the data about each season the tree has lived through. Even its geographical positioning can be
read from the cross-section. ‘It’s all there,’ says Lamb, ‘the tree is inherently traceable.’
Which is why THE loves the Grandfather Tree project so much. It relates to real issues – provenance, sourcing and the over-supply
of mass-produced goods and does so in an honest, simplistic and natural way.
By Miriam Rayman
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5 :

3 :
2 :

sculpted detail are enabling
women to take charge of their
silhouette, ready for urban battle.
Recent Royal College of Art
graduate Abbie Shaw translates
1 :
feminine curves into rigid
geometric shapes, using wearable
pastel tones to soften the effect,
This summer’s design graduation shows
while Central Saint Martins
suggest that bleak times may lie ahead,
graduate Emma Hedlund
with projects focusing on complex issues
such as terrorism, food and water shortages, constructs a militant, sci-fiinspired look. Her high, padded
and social and economic depression.
shoulders create a hostile poise,
New forms of fortification indicate that
while sculptural padding around
protectionism, ecological concern and
regulation have begun to dictate aesthetics. the thighs shields the body from
undue attention.
In fashion, the softness and fluidity of
summer are evolving into a harder, more
aggressive guise already dubbed ‘the warrior
woman’. Power shoulders, body padding and

7 :

Concrete, stone, steel and lead
are important materials with
in this trend, creating a sense
of brooding permanence. Piet
Hein Eek’s ‘steel waste coffee
table’, exhibited at Milan
Furniture Fair 2008, stacks
large blocks of steel together
to create a perfect cube. With
a formidable appearance, the
piece simultaneously repels
and attracts the viewer.

4 :

This new aesthetic is also evident in modern architecture.
The dominance of floor-to-ceiling windows in building
design is no longer practical, as growing concerns over
security and energy efficiency renders this trend an
indulgence. In the bleakest sense, this aesthetic is arising
not so much from what we want, but what we have to
adapt to. The new Palmeritas Health Centre in Seville,
designed by CHS Arquitectos, exemplifies this sentiment:

Fortification:
A new, brutal aesthetic is emerging
as artists and designers place
protection, adaptability and function
above frivolity and embellishment.
TOP FROM LEFT TO RIGHT :
1 : Dress by RCA graduate Abbie Shaw
2 : JACKET by Central Saint MartinS graduate Emma Hedlund
3 : Interior foyer of Freudenstein castle in Freiburg by AFF Architeckten
4 : Palmeritas Health centre in Seville by CHS Arquitectos
5 : Archive storage volume in Freudenstein castle, Freiburg by AFF Architeckten
6 : Exterior wall of Freudenstein castle, Freiburg by AFF Architeckten
7 : ‘Steel waste coffee table’ by Piet Hein Eek
8 : ‘Bad innovation in the name of protection’ Pushchair by artist Kristof Kintera

6 :

the exterior facade is punctuated by hundreds
of small openings, reminiscent of the arrow
slits in the walls of a medieval castle.
The walls of the Freudenstein Castle in
Freiberg echo this idea, with a grid of concrete
consoles disrupting its sober walls. Recently
redesigned by AFF Architeckten to display
Saxon mining archives, it is a stark and
powerful building.

8 :

Artist Kristof Kintera’s tank-like pushchair ‘Bad
innovation in the name of protection’ takes the idea of
fortification to the extreme, ridiculing an often-obsessive
desire to protect, in particular to protect our children. This
piece is a stark reminder of the danger related to
excessive caution, contributing to what has already been
dubbed ‘the bubble wrap generation’.
Within this increasing climate of uncertainty,
‘fortification’ is a natural progression from an already
more serious aesthetic and is perhaps a sign of the need
to prepare for tough times ahead.
By Caroline Till
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The
Person :
Being a member of
the Kuwaiti royal family
is hardly the usual
background of a cultural
revolutionary, but
Sheikh Majed Al-Sabah
is just that.
The Sheikh has almost single-handedly
changed the face of luxury in this
region, shifting it from the gilded brand
palaces of Dubai to sleek multi-brand
stores designed by cutting-edge
architects and designers. The flagship
Villa Moda store in Shuwaikh, Kuwait
City, is a 100,000-square-foot space
featuring stores from the world’s
greatest designers and luxury labels,
including Fendi, Prada, Gucci, Yves
Saint Laurent and Manolo Blahnik,
who says his shimmering space here is
his favourite store.
Building on his luxury retail empire,
which now stretches across the Middle
East, the Sheikh’s new cultural
enterprises look set to change the way
Westerners see Middle Eastern culture.
While some luxury names have used
collaborations with artists and
designers simply to garner column
inches, Sheikh Majed believes that art,
design, fashion and culture are
intrinsically linked. He’s certainly
putting his money where his mouth is:
the next Villa Moda store, opening in
Bahrain in November, has been created
by star designer Marcel Wanders, while
the new store in Dubai (opening Spring
2009) is by Jaime Hayón.
This nexus of culture and luxury is
becoming increasingly important for
the new generation of luxury
consumers, especially in this region.
‘We get to see a lot of young people who
are embracing contemporary art and
design, not like their parents who are
very traditional in their taste,’ Sheikh
Majed says. ‘They get to be a little bit
more avant-garde.’

PORTRAIT by
Andrea Martiradonna
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Sheikh Majed
Al-Sabah

Luxe-evolution
The recently opened Al-Manshar store
in Kuwait represents the evolution of
the Sheikh’s idea of luxury retail.
‘How I want to represent luxury keeps
changing with every store, but it keeps
getting closer and closer to the reality
of retail,’ he says.
Designed by UK architects Sybarite,
creators of Marni’s international retail
ident, the two floors of the store are a
curvaceous re-interpretation of a souk,
Sheikh Majed’s retail inspiration.‘Retail
started from bazaars and souks, and
that’s where I take all my inspiration
from now, to make products approachable,’ he says. ‘That’s the idea with
having products in the stores that are
priced so anyone can find something,
whether they have ten pounds or ten
thousand to spend.’
While the brands here may be more
accessible (or more ‘rebellious’, as the
Sheikh calls them) than the über-luxe
names at the original Shuwaikh store,
the new space represents a 360-degree
luxury lifestyle. The purple- and
blue-toned circular ‘pods’ offer luxecasual brands such as Tory Burch,
Isabel Marant and Yohji Yamamoto’s
Y-3 alongside florist, perfumery and
gadget pods.
Holistic view
But for a man who has redefined levels
of luxury through his stores – not just
in the Middle East, but around the
world – Sheikh Majed has a
surprisingly holistic view of the
concept. ‘To me, luxury is grabbing a
bag of freshly roasted pistachios next
door to my store in Damascus. Luxury
is when you have something made to
measure for you. Luxury also is to be
able to put a Topshop shirt with Dolce
& Gabbana trousers,’ he says. ‘It’s a
personal thing.’
This attitude is echoed by the younger
generation of consumers who frequent
his stores. The old idea of luxury is

changing, the Sheikh says, ‘because
people are getting smarter in the way
they spend. They are looking for
something unique. There is a lot of
attention on the home, rather than
something which is necessarily visible.’
Because of the strict standards of dress
in many UAE countries, luxury
purchases tended to focus on the things
you could show when you were out and
about: the car, the pen, the shoes, the
bag. Now wealthy consumers are
branching out into designer china and
furniture, and art and design objects.
Artistic aspirations
Art and design are the Sheikh’s
passion: he is a regular at events such
as the Milan Furniture Fair and Art
Basel Miami Beach, and his homes
showcase his love for quirky designs by
the likes of Jaime Hayón and Marcel
Wanders, as well as demonstrating his
strong artistic eye.
Disinterest in the arts is endemic in
this region, however, in spite of its
massively wealthy population, and
Sheikh Majed’s abortive attempts to set
up a new cultural centre in his home
country have led him to found a new
gallery in Dubai. But using the name of
the Kuwaiti royal family in connection
with a Dubai gallery has caused no
little controversy – controversy that the
Sheikh hopes will force cultural change
in his home country. ‘I like controversy,’
he concedes, ‘but it has to be healthy
controversy, constructive controversy
– for change.’

Financial Centre’s Gate Village, slated
to open in Spring 2009.
The Sheikh maintains that rather then
simply importing big names into the
region, whether it’s galleries such as
the Louvre or artists such as Tracey
Emin and Jeff Koons, new cultural
projects need to be more culturally
relevant. ‘Nobody’s going to fly all the
way to Kuwait just to see another Jeff
Koons sculpture,’ he says. ‘It needs to
be something unique from the region,
or new cross-cultural projects with star
designers, architects and artists from
the West.’
And that’s exactly what he’s planning
for the new gallery. Building on his
experience of getting Western names to
think like Middle Easterners (Sheikh
Majed persuaded fashion stars
including Miuccia Prada and Tom Ford
to redesign the traditional kaftan and
dishdasha for his well-heeled
customers), he is now working with
leading international designers to
create design/art pieces inspired by the
handicrafts and culture of the region.

‘A lot of people here think that the
traditional crafts are passé, out of
fashion, but they are beautiful,’ the
Sheikh says. ‘When a textile that we
here think of as cheap and common is
re-interpreted by the likes of Philippe
Starck, it becomes different, elegant
and more desirable, because you see it
through the eyes of Philippe, rather
than [as] just some basic fabric sitting
in the souk. I would like to contribute
to reviving and maintaining that
Shifting perceptions
handi craft and that artisanship.’ It’s
Sheikh Majed thrives on shaking things no small task, but for an experienced
up and shifting perceptions. ‘One of
cultural revolutionary, it’s just one
the things I have done with the fashion more front to fight on.
business is challenge the ignorance
of the West about who we are,’ he says. By Gwyneth Holland
‘I used my fashion platform to be a
sort of ambassador, to change the
Villa Moda Bahrain opens in November 2008
perception of the West of who we are.’
For more information on upcoming
He hopes to repeat this success
projects by Villa Moda and Sheikh Majed
with the opening of the new design/art
Al-Sabah, go to villa-moda.com
gallery in Dubai International
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TOP ROW :
VILLA MODA, DAMASCUS
SECOND ROW :
VILLA MODA, AL MANSHAR, KUWAIT
THIRD & FOURTH ROW :
VILLA MODA, MUBARAKIYA, KUWAIT
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to utilise digital technologies like rapid prototyping,
laser cutting and CNC milling to the point where mass
customisation and manufacturing-on-demand may be real
alternatives to mass production.’

5 :

3 :

Design duo Clemens Weisshaar and Reed Kram have been
exploring generative design with their computer-generated
Vendôme series, exhibited at Design Miami/Basel 2008,
where they were named Designers of the Future. According
to Kram and Weisshaar: ‘the design of the Vendôme series is
developed within and documented by a piece of software that
generates an infinite number of proposals within a defined
framework, while reacting to changing parameters’ (e.g. the
height, width or depth of the object). It sounds complicated,
but this method essentially allows Kram and Weisshaar to
produce entirely unique pieces simply by pressing a button.
Whilst designers are using generative processes to create
new mass-market solutions, cutting-edge architectural
practices, such as Mesne, Kokkugia and Thom Maynes’
Morphosis, are using the method to explore new
architectural potential.

6 :

1 :

Generative Design:
Beyond the Limits
of Virtual Space
4 :

7 :

Generative design, which enables
computers, rather than designers, to
determine shapes, is gaining a legion of
new fans as designers and architects look
to break new boundaries in form and space.
Generative design systems can develop, evolve or design
structures more or less autonomously. These high-tech
algorithms are used to generate new lines of thought and
create more dynamic designs, with often unpredictable
results. With new technological advances, generative design
is now moving beyond the virtual space and into everyday
life, shaping architecture, design, music and art.
2 :

GeneratorX is a curatorial platform exploring the use of
generative processes in digital art, architecture and design.
GeneratorX recently collaborated with Club Transmediale
and DAM, to create ‘Beyond the screen’, which investigates
the future possibilities of digital fabrication (also known
as ‘fabbing’). According to GeneratorX; ‘Digital fabrication
represents the next step in the digital revolution, aiming

Mesne is a London- and Melbourne-based studio specialising
in generative design. At this year’s Architectural Biennale in
Venice (14 September – 23 November 2008), Mesne’s exhibit
will include ‘Genome Jewellery’, a project being used by
Mesne Studio as a testing ground for exploring new design
techniques and ways of realising complex forms. Tim Schork,
a partner at Mesne Studio, believes that: ‘post-industrial
design and fabrication technologies hint towards a new
paradigm for architecture, where the specification of the
minutest detail can be controlled by the architect.’
Even musicians are using generative processes to create
unexpected results. Applying his own specially developed
copying technique to his music piece Xerrox, composer
Carsten Nicolai Alva Noto demonstrates that the process of
copying is itself a source of interesting data. The continuous
development of the piece highlights the novelty of mistakes
and mutations, which allows for each new generation of a
copy to become an independent and unpredictable piece of
artwork, liberated from the original.
Rather than making creativity obsolete, generative design
can help stimulate and inspire new dimensions of intelligent
design, allowing innovators from all professions
to create products that are beyond human limits.
By Jacob Strand
FROM LEFT TO RIGHT :
1–3 : ‘Vendome’ furniture series by Design Duo Clemens
Wiesshaar and Reed Kram
4–5 : Nicolai Carsten Aka Alva Noto peforms at the YCAM
Yamaguchi Center for Arts and Media.
Image courtesy kenichi hagihara
6–7 : Genome Jewellery by Mesne Design Studio
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Fitness chain Curves is present in 60
countries worldwide, and is the sixthfastest growing franchise in the world.
But mention the brand, and most
people won’t have heard of it. The Lab
aims to change that.

The Lab : Curves

THE :
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Even women in the brand’s target 25-55
age range aren’t necessarily familiar with
Curves. They don’t know about Curves’
30-minute group workout. They don’t know
that at Curves it’s about the social side
of exercise. Gym equipment is placed in
a circle (dubbed the circle of friends) and
members do 30-second bursts on the units,
breaking at the same time, with music in
the background and a moderator in the
middle to keep everyone motivated.
But like fat cells after a naughty dessert, the Curves
franchise is multiplying. So although many of us are oblivious
to it, the figures are there and the business is booming. Can
we really justify a redesign? ‘If it ain’t broke,’ as they say.
The thing is, we at THE can’t help but look ahead to the next
decade. As the brand continues with its global expansion,
extending the product beyond its Texan roots, we’ve asked
our experts to consider that challenge. And as a new, more
discerning female consumer enters the Curves prime
demographic, (in their 30s and 40s) we ask how to keep this
no-frills gym offer attractive.
Branding
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We’ve decided to break the space down into three sections.
Women like spaces that are inviting and communal so the
reception area is key. We also think that the changing rooms
need attention. Currently there aren’t even any showers, and
whilst this works in a US context where most members have
cars and drive to the workout, having to drive for 10 minutes
to get somewhere in a country like the UK doesn’t smack of
convenience. Re-introducing a simple, functional shower into
the facilities will allow women to pop in during their lunch
break or on their way to somewhere else.
And lastly, with the gym area itself: We understand that
mirrors are not a current part of the interior because it’s not
about checking form and body shape, but we would introduce
mirrors to expand ceilings or lose corners. Curves tend to be
located in small spaces, just big enough for the 17 machines,
so anything that can open up that space will be good.
Unlike the default gym décor which tends to be dark and
club-like, Curves should go for something that is light and
fresh feeling; after all it’s not about picking up a date.
Here it should be natural light or this could be emulated
using the sunshine hue within the lighting system.
With regards to the materials, we think Curves could develop
a branded interior by adopting a pattern which would be
rolled-out throughout the franchise. Despite having to work
with hard, durable materials, a soft look can be developed
very successfully through patterning and texture.

Marti Baletta : CEO of US-based female marketing company,
Trendsight; and author of Prime Time Women: How to win the
hearts, minds and business of boomer big spenders

We also think that whilst the Curves standard model has
its appeal for those who want a regular experience every time,
there is room for a modular approach to the offer. We think
that in places such as New York, the demand might be greater
Look around at the gym model and there isn’t really anything for a yoga option, or perhaps lane swimming. These extra
for middle-aged women. Yet more than 50% of gym club
options have all been designed to be as compact and space
members in the US are in the 40+ bracket and it’s a growing
efficient as possible, which fits in with the Curves business
area. People over 55 are 20% more likely to join a gym.
model. Owners would be free to decide which, if any, of the
Females in these demographics don’t want to have thin thighs additional ‘plug-ins’ they wish to buy into, depending
in 30 days, most of them have probably never been to a gym
on their client demands. As the diagrams show, this would
before, and they feel alienated by what it stands for.
give Curves the freedom to keep its offer fresh while also
allowing the company to adapt to the changing demands
It’s no surprise that group classes in gyms are always filled
of its female audience.
with women. Men like to do their workout in isolation, not
interacting with anyone, but women like to multi-task and
connect with people. For this reason the Curves model works. Left : AXONOMETRIC VIEW OF PROPOSED PLUG-IN SYSTEM BY
I don’t think they need to make any changes to that. The
UNIVERSAL DESIGN STUDIO
circle of friends is supportive and engaging, the moderator
Below : PLUG IN SySTEM FLOOR PLAN BY UNIVERSAL DESIGN STUDIO
facilitates conversation between members and this nurtures
relationships which is crucial for women.
My only gripe with the brand is that it doesn’t reach out more
to the local community. It could partner with local businesses
like a local clothing store or grocer to do cross-promotion
Women are the primary customer across the board so they
could partner with just about any business. Women also tend
to be more involved at local level. Female business owners
are more likely than male business owners to volunteer their
time to their community. And accessing them through these
networks would be a great way to get customers connecting
with the brand.

Dressing
Reception

WC
Changing

Design
Jonathan J Clarke : Director Universaldesignstudio
When designing for women, it’s more about the overall
ambience. So here we look at enhancing the 30-minute
journey through the Curves environment by focusing on
materials, architectural features and the use of light.

Classes

Shower
Curves Training
Swim
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Fitness

Innovation

Alison Pylkannen : Editor, Zest, health, diet and
fitness magazine

Chris Sanderson : Strategy and Insight Director,
The Future Laboratory

The thing with Curves is that its success is also its downfall.
It works because it’s low-cost and is always the same but
that is starting to feel a bit old-fashioned and rather middle
America. The problem is that most people get bored with
gyms so the trick here is to keep it interesting and varied.

Curves has positioned itself in a similar way to other utility
brands such as Avon, Weight Watchers or Tupperware.
They market themselves as something indispensable, a
fundamental, everyday necessity. They also rely on strong
networks of consumers who spread an understanding of the
brand. Curves is sold-off as a franchise that needs as little
as $40,000 to get off the ground, so the female network is
tapping into it both in terms of fitness and also as a business
and career option. And that’s the secret success of these
brands.

The secret to staying relevant to younger women is to tap into
the current fitness trends. Building a community around the
gym experience is very big at the moment – women’s running
for example is huge right now.
Otherwise it’s about delivering a hot new exercise class,
something that is being talked about in the media like
Yogalates (a mix of yoga and Pilates) or about getting the
family or kids involved with crèche and kids activities:
key ways to keep mums committed.
Something that we find with the Zest readership is that
there are particular female focused recruitment points, such
as the build up to a wedding or holiday and pre- or postnatal.
Curves could access potential members through existing
networks such as the National Child Bearing classes.
Tapping into these female-centric moments would reinforce
the message that Curves understand what is going on in the
lives of these women.

It’s a model that worked very successfully 20 years ago and
may still be relevant to women in their late 50s now, but
less so to those in their mid-40s and younger. The brand
currently feels like it’s about the lowest common denominator
with an aggressive marketing stance that’s akin to that of
a mail order clothing catalogue. It doesn’t take into account
the sophistication of budget shoppers who have had years of
experiential marketing targeted at them. Younger women
have grown up with brands like H&M and Gap, and they are
used to rich and innovative offers.
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The Alps are hot, and not just due to
climate change. Young Berliners
are embracing highland aesthetics and
cuisines, and the German cultural
identity is evolving in the process

Borrowing from the principles of other budget retailers,
Curves could offer a budget product, such as Tesco Value, and
then tier-up the options all the way to something like Tesco
Finest. This is about treating the client in both a democratic
and enlightened way. It would also help with brand traction.
The short, 30-minute energy burst could be the Curves hook.
They could then seed other options into the brand experience
such as dietary consulting and perhaps a nail bar, thus
extending the Curves experience and pulling in a younger
consumer who is accustomed to dynamic relationship brands.
Conclusion

BELOW : PLUG-IN YOGA ROOM BY UNIVERSAL DESIGN STUDIO
BELOW RIGHT : PLUG-IN WELLNESS SPACE BY UNIVERSAL DESIGN STUDIO
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While the Curves brand has grown financially and
geographically, its service offer and design have stayed the
same. Since its launch in the early 90s, women have moved
on as consumers, and become more demanding of the brands
that target them. As our experts have suggested, there are
new considerations for Curves and similar brands to take
into consideration: community, convenience and added-value.
Women are busier than ever before, so want to make the
most of their time, but they are also looking for environments
that promote their wellbeing not just their fitness, through
spaces that are as much about achieving individual goals as
building communities.
By Miriam Rayman

New
Tyroleans
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The Alps are hot, and not just due to
climate change. Young Berliners
are embracing highland aesthetics
and cuisines, and the German cultural
identity is evolving in the process.
Folk phenomenon
New Tyroleans fuse indigenous culture from different
Alpine regions. Whether sampled from Switzerland, Bavaria
or the Tyrol itself – a plateau straddling Austria and
northern Italy – New Tyroleans update folksy kitsch for
contemporary Berlin lifestyles.
Teutonic culture was an obstacle for the May 1968
generation of anti-establishment student rioters. Suffocated
by patriarchal values and political conservatism, they
rebelled against German ways by adopting lifestyles from
Italy, France and Scandinavia. At best, German culture was
seen as a dusty, irrelevant straitjacket; at worst, the
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remnants of Nazi brainwashing. The New Tyroleans hold no
such prejudices. They are the children of this ‘anti Deutsch’
generation, and don’t share the same angst about
expressing a wider heritage. It’s more revisionist celebration
than jingoistic pride. ‘Young Germans are reinventing
traditions,’ says Annika Kuhlmann, a 22-year old who
works for Berlin art gallery Gebr Lehmann. ‘It’s a positive
movement of rediscovery, free from the blame of history.’
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busts. New Tyroleanism has also impacted upon domestic
aesthetics. Drab, Communist-era flats have been spruced up
with fresh flowers and fake taxidermy in a case of neo-folk
for das Volk. ‘It’s an interiors trend for young Berliners, not
a German tradition,’ comments Jörg Adam of Berlin design
studio Adam & Harborth, which recently released a flowerthemed card game. The gentrified Prenzlauerberg district

Neue cuisine
Food is the nexus of New Tyroleanism. Theirs is a Teutonic
nouvelle cuisine: starchy, stodgy favourites are replaced by
lighter, more conceptual dishes. New Tyrolean chefs use
Bavarian and Austrian cooking as their basis, but update
the dishes by reducing the amount of potatoes, krauts and
heavy brown breads.

PerfektesWochenende (‘perfect weekends’), serialised by
Süddeutsche Zeitung. The latest releases focus
on regions in Switzerland and Austria. ‘We’ve
had slow food, now this is slow travelling –
discovering the old world,’ says Smart Travelling
co-founder, Nancy Bachmann.

New Tyroleanism is simultaneously filtering up
to the catwalks and down to the street. Berlinborn designer Bernhard Willhelm’s Spring/
Summer 2007 collection featured felt hats and
lederhosen – leather shorts with braces from
Bavaria. Willhelm is known for his eccentricity,
however, and you’re more likely to find Berlin’s
New Tyroleans wearing a sharply cut jacket by
Jil Sander with blue Levis and leather shoes by
Ludwig Reiter. Their wardrobe combines
traditional quality with surgical modernism.
Martin Niklas is a Berlin-based fashion designer
who comes from the Italian Tyrol. His last
womenswear collection had a Tyrolean theme,
evident in leather waistcoats and braided hair.
New Tyrolean clothing has an authenticity
approaching earnestness: abundant wool and a
rural palette of dark greens, browns and reds.
Accessories such as floral-print scarves and
patterned stockings express personality with
restraint. ‘You want to be beautiful, but there's
no showing off. It’s about severity,’ says Niklas.

Berlin’s relative proximity to the Alps
means New Tyrolean restaurants are well
placed to capitalise on the demand for
seasonal, semi-local ingredients. Moreover,
the movement’s rustic simplicity dovetails
smoothly with the German love of organic
produce. While they sound appetising,
dishes are often presented in a humble
fashion. ‘It’s pure, good food – there’s no
decoration, no ‘chi-chi’,’ says Eichinger.

Kin is king

Cabin fever

Sleek architectural compositions are
softened by nature, often more
metaphorical than literal. Münz Salon’s
‘hunting room’ opts for a gentle green colour
scheme over brash bearskin rugs or stag

The exemplary New Tyrolean store is Smart Travelling; a
shop that sells baggage and gastronomic delicacies arranged
by European city. Smart Travelling began as a trio of
guidebooks on Berlin, Vienna and Zurich, which have since
developed into city-break guides called

Lederhosen-lite

Alpenstueck and Schneeweiss are Berlin’s leading New
Tyrolean eateries. Schneeweiss (‘snow white’) has a tag line
of ‘alpine cooking’, while Alpenstueck describes itself as ‘the
restaurant with South German home cooking’ with its logo
being a mountain goat. Their menus feature
garlic and guinea fowl soup, steak in Alpine
berry jus, fried perch in Pernod and
homemade spätzli – the Swiss equivalent of
gnocchi. Central European herb liqueurs
like Jagermeister and Czech Becherovka
are the preferred beverages. ‘In 2000 it was
all about Asian fusion, today Alpine
restaurants are popping up everywhere,’
says Alpenstueck manager Suse Eichinger.

This understatement is echoed in New
Tyrolean interiors. As with food, traditional
motifs have been freshened up to make
them less oppressive, so you find semiironic antlers and stacks of bare logs offset
by walls of muted grey and icy white.
Cosiness is central to New Tyroleanism,
typified by the dedicated open fireplace
rooms of Schneeweiss and members club
Münz Salon. New Tyrolean venues use
dramatic central features to distinguish
themselves from dingy traditional Kneipe
bars and Heidi-style cabins. Schneeweiss
has a bespoke chandelier of 400 glass
plates, while Alpenstueck has a wall of
crisply cut triangular logs.
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now boasts two café-florists: Blumencafé and Café Anna
Blume (‘blume’ means flower in German). With its hay-bale
seating, pot plant-filled interior and two noisy parrots,
Blumencafé is a mix of social hotbed-meets-greenhouse.
Keynote brands
The New Tyroleans are primarily found in SoTo, the area of
northern Mitte just SOuth of TOrstrasse. It is filled with
boutiques, although by no means exclusively German. New
Tyroleans aren’t die-hard Huns at the expense of
international brands. They patronise the new Muji and
Kiehls stores in SoTo, which both opened within the past
few months. The New Tyrolean paper of choice is
Süddeutsche Zeitung, a Munich-based liberal daily
broadsheet – Germany’s equivalent of The Guardian.

One of the dominant threads of New
Tyroleanism is a search for heritage. Young
Berliners are skipping their ‘anti Deutsch’
parents and sourcing recipes, heirlooms and
hand-me-downs from their grandparents. ‘At
Stuttgart’s slow food fair all the exhibitors
presented dishes made using their grandparents’
recipes,’ confirms Nancy Bachmann, while
Martin Niklas’ Tyrolean womenswear collection
was inspired by his grandparents’ original
clothes. ‘Young people are integrating family
antiques with modern furniture to decorate their
apartments,’ adds Annika Kuhlmann. The appetite for
‘mothball’ styles has benefited brands and sectors that were
peripheral if not passé, such as underwear manufacturer
Schiesser. From food to fashion, New Tyroleanism is now
firmly embedded in Berlin’s cultural landscape.
By Daniel West
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Dutch camping tourist company CampingVizier suggested
a naturist trend show as an April fool this year. But after
receiving around 25,000 responses to its ad, the company
realised the naked pound was no
laughing matter. ‘We’ve investigated the
market here,’ says CampingVizier
account manager, Rob Kwint, ‘and we’ve
found about 1.9 million people who like
to go naked here in Holland.’ The
company will now launch the official
naturist trend fair in March next year.
We at THE magazine expect to see
more goods and services drop their
preconceptions, and of course their
pants, for the growing nude pound.
By Max Reyner

Seamless stories

The naked pound
A growing number of people are taking body politics
into their own hands. And into their arms, legs and
tummies. Shedding clothes and running free in the buff
is no longer the preserve of the slightly odd. The naturist
movement is picking up pace and the leisure industry
is cashing in.
‘People are looking to get away from the everyday rigours
of life’, explains Andrew Welch, commercial manager at
the British Naturism organisation. ‘It’s all about de-stressing,
getting out of your suit and feeling human again.’ Welch’s
organisation helped to launch Nude Fest, a festival for
naturists in Cornwall, in June this year, and have a further
naked event at Alton Towers theme park planned for the
coming months. According to Welch, interest in his
organisation is really picking up.
Now high-end hospitality is tapping into the naked pound too.
The Occidental Grand Fuerteventura, for example, a luxury
hotel in the Canary Islands, has whole sections of its grounds
sectioned off for naturist clientele. Over the ocean in Mexico
too, The Hidden Beach Resort is a nude-only luxury hotel
with rooms at a cool $300 per night.
Now opportunists are looking to get under the nudist skin.
OssiUrlaub, a German tourist company scheduled the first
nude-only flight last July. This particular trip was cancelled
due to protests on moral grounds, but with 50 more flights
scheduled, OssiUrlaub is just waiting for media and airport
staff to overcome their prejudices.

Interactive literature is ready to go.
A series of new releases shows that
publishers are embracing emerging
technologies and releasing stories
that exist beyond the printed
page. It’s turning the conventional
novel on its head. Why should the
reader be locked into a linear
relationship with the author, after all?
Interactive literature gives the
audience autonomy within the story.
It allows the characters to touch the reader from a variety
of media sources and provides a social space for the tale.
Earlier this year, Penguin launched its We Tell Stories
project with UK alternate reality gurus Six to Start. Over
a period of six weeks, six stories were released by leading
Penguin authors, each one using digital tools such as
Google Maps, Twitter or blogs to enrich the story-telling.
And in the case of Your Place and Mine, author duo Nicci
French (Nicci Gerrard and Sean French) were online for an
hour a day writing live updates to their novel.
Launched in July, Cathy’s Key is the sequel to the highly
successful Cathy’s Book, which now has over 120,000 copies
in print. The book comes with a pack of additional materials
and clues: Cathy’s diary and phone numbers or ideas that
she scribbled down. Readers can call these numbers, visit
her blog and in this way unlock the mystery of the teen
story. The experience is exciting and unpredictable and fans
meet online at Doubletalk Wireless to discuss possible
outcomes and dig deeper into the plot. The book really does
have a life beyond the pages.
Of course the growth of the eBook and launch of Amazon’s
Kindle reading device is only going to encourage the growth
of this kind of cross-platform story-telling. These examples
are just the beginning. ‘We are entering the age of a new
medium,’ says Six to Start’s CEO Dan Hon, ‘and we’re at
the point now that tv or cinema were at when it was just
three years old.’ So whilst Hon admits the audiences are
comparatively small today, he recognises, ‘it’s really been
gathering pace lately.’
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The digital generation is accustomed to consuming
information wherever they are and whenever they want it.
And with these technologies, the whole world can be a canvas
for storytelling and play. It’s about meeting the audience
where they want it. Out in the real world. And of course, not
repeating the mistakes of the music industry.
By Max Reyner

Decadence before dark
For some time The Future Laboratory has been charting the
shift in working practice. Flexi-time, freelance and project
based work is on the rise. Now leisure time is catching up.
With less people working strictly nine-to-five, time is less
restricted. Naturally, social life is no longer confined to the
after-work meet. Instead it’s all about the afternoon. We at
THE have definitely started doing ‘trunch’, that’s a late lunch/
tea at about 4pm. Because let’s face it, hanging out in the
afternoon is far more fun and indulgent than anything that
happens after dark.
But even for the purists who still refer to 4pm refreshments
as afternoon tea, there’s plenty to get excited about.
Tea-drinking has been gaining momentum for the last few
years but, this year, Kate Moss launched her birthday
celebrations with tea at the Dorchester, and added extra
glamour to the pursuit.
Elsewhere, The Mandeville Hotel in London now offers
Man Tea, including roast sirloin focaccia with red onion and
thyme jam or chicken satay, plus double chocolate brownies.
There’s even a selection of whiskies to try.
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For a bit of burlesque decadence, Afternoon Tease is also
providing the perfect post-lunch frolic. Cabaret acts such
as Trixee Sparkle are among the highlights in the Time for
Tease bimonthly London events.
And afternoon gaiety is not confined to London either.
In Los Angeles, where absinthe is seeing a comeback, ladies
are particularly partial to the Hemingway. This absinthe
and champagne cocktail, served in a flute, is, according to
THE’s LA correspondent Carole Dixon, dubbed ‘Death in
the Afternoon’ by insiders. ‘It’s bringing an old Hollywood
glamour back to LA afternoons,’ she says.
Lastly, in the Future Laboratory’s recently released report
on the future of men for Sure, senior trends analyst James
Wallman talked of the return of the siesta. ‘If people are
working longer hours from many places,’ he says, ‘it could also
become natural again to take a siesta break when the body
slows down during the post-lunch dip’, something many THE
readers will be happy to advocate.
By Miriam Rayman

Appointment vinyl
Vinyl retailers are turning their B-side to the shop front in
favour of a more intimate music environment. The new
model is bespoke, concierge-style services in the quiet
and comfort of a private consultancy room. Skin up, enjoy
the refreshments, and let your advisor select your tunes
or make recommendations whilst you sit back in comfort.
Record shops in London, Japan, NY and Toronto are
all signing up for the trend, and it seems this form of
appointment retail is the answer to vinyl’s
diminishing sales and its fierce online competitition.
Downloading music online or buying a record via
a website simply doesn’t compare to sitting down
with an expert and chatting through what’s come
in that week.
Ifmusic, opened in 2003, was a well established store
in London’s Soho. But in an effort to cut costs, owner
Jean Claude took the step to get up and out of the
shopping parade. Now, Ifmusic is located several floors
up in office space above Regent Street. ‘It’s still
central,’ says Claude, ‘but now we have more space.’
Clients ring ahead to book an appointment and are
then played a curated selection of releases based on
their musical preferences. ‘The wonderful thing about
having an office/shop,’ says Claude, ‘is that you can
hang with the customer, sit on the sofa, chat over a
cup of tea. There’s none of the cross-counter divide that
characterises the record store.’ And it’s this intimacy
which gives Ifmusic a competitive edge, over larger on
and offline retailers.
Vinyl Underground in London’s Stoke Newington is
doing it too. This new store is hidden behind a carwash and operates on a need-to-know basis. For owner
Aidy West, there’s just no use in having his shop on
the street: ‘Passing trade doesn’t exist anymore,’ he
says. ‘Today it’s about knowing your customers
personally, and getting new clients through word of
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mouth.’ West doesn’t like to have any more than two people in
his space at a time, not wanting to compromise his level of
personal service.

cognitive skills through exercises. So for just $60, members
get to keep their brains active through a variety of computer
software programmes and other tools.

The trend is taking hold of the collector industry too. In the
US, Record Dungeon, which sells vinyl re-issues and original
LPs and 45s, shifted its address from a storefront to an
intimate space below, making no dent in its client base.

The idea has caught on in Florida too. Dr Kessler, who runs
Sparks of Genius, has developed a concierge-like brain-flexing
service for the over60s. Kessler and his team identify which
areas need most work. So rather than deciding you want to
work your abs or upper body, at Sparks of Genius, it’s about
deciding whether it’s processing speed, multitasking or stress
that needs attention. ‘The market is huge,’ says Kessler,
who regularly turns business away, keen to keep the bespoke
nature of his service.

And it doesn’t stop there. As stores compete with the online
world, the personal, intimate and appointment led approach
to service is becoming key in retail across the board.
By Max Reyner

Boosting the boomer brain
Society is well aware of its aging populations. In the UK for
example, 30% will be over 60 by 2020. Of course this poses
problems for pensions and drains the public health services.
But this new army of olds actually represents a whole new
lucrative demographic. So far, they’ve had travel, insurance

Of course there’s always the potential of the gaming industry
to tap into this market in people’s homes. The Nintendo Brain
Age, for example, has already sold more than 10 million units.
New products like Vivity Labs’ FitBrains, which targets the
older casual gamer, are following suit.
But we believe there’s real potential to be innovative in this
area. We imagine philosophy clinics, where patients come in
to learn and then be tested. Or perhaps adventure holidays
that combine physical exertion with some form of study.
One idea we particularly love recently
won second place in the Design Council’s
2007 D&AD awards. The ‘Brain Train’
concept, by Michou-Nanon De Bruijn
of Design Academy Eindhoven, is like
a retirement home on wheels. It’s a
train which travels through Europe
stopping for a few months at different
locations throughout the year. ‘The
massive change of environment, food,
and personnel will help keep the minds
of the patients active and reduce the
chance of dementia,’ says De Bruijn.
It’s genius. Older people will be queuing
up at the door if retirement homes get to
be this much fun.
By Hannah de Vere White

and dietary supplements thrown at them, even a lifestyle
store, HOJO in Lyon, France. But now the focus is going
much deeper. Targeting the boomer’s greatest fear, that of
losing their marbles.
‘The normal effects of ageing, such as memory loss and slower
processing speed, no longer have to be inevitable,’ say Lisa
Schoonerman and Jan Zivic, co-founders of vibrantBrains, a
San Francisco gym concept that works the mind instead of the
body. According to the founders and a body of academic
research, it is possible to maintain and improve certain
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